The Department of Life Sciences Communication (LSC) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison seeks a year-long Postdoctoral Fellow who will contribute to research and teaching in the science of science communication, with a starting date of September 1st, 2019.

*Qualifications:*
Completed Ph.D. in Science Communication or other position-relevant discipline

*Responsibilities:*
• Develop an online course in line with LSC curriculum
• Teach or co-teach one to two classes
• Participate in grant writing and research activities in the department
• Help organize and participate in conferences, workshops, and seminars as appropriate
• Complete other tasks as requested and in line with LSC research and educational missions

*The Application Process:*
Applicants should submit a CV, contact information for three references, a writing sample, and an explanation of interest and experience in science communication teaching and research to fd@lsc.wisc.edu. The subject line of the email application should read “Application 2019 Science Communication Post Doc” and must be received no later than 5 p.m. on July 31st, 2019. Questions about the position should be directed to Professor Dominique Brossard (dbrossard@wisc.edu). The post-doctoral fellow will be chosen based on demonstrated academic merit and experience.

The UW-Madison College of Agricultural and Life Sciences is committed to maintaining and growing a culture that embraces diversity, inclusion and equity, believing that these values are foundational elements of our excellence and fundamental components of a positive and enriching learning and working environment for all students, faculty and staff.